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FEATURE

Building a Brand,
WILLIAM RAMSDELL
AND MIKE SNYDER

BY

W

hat costs $24.99,
keeps you warm
and trendy, and

makes you a corporate sellout?
Most of the clothes you

wear everyday is the answer:
the faux vintage sweater with a
brand logo for Hollister or
Diesel is a marketing tool to be
held up as a paragon of capitalist genius.

You pay more for it, buy new merchandise as the trends change, and maybe even
become a walking advertisement.
You also feel good about yourself, (see
Maslow’s infamous pyramid of needs), as
one of life’s most basic commodities gets
transformed into a tool of self-identity and
self-actualization.
For decades, Tufts has been doing
roughly the same thing, capitalizing on
the proud feelings (and large wallets) of
2
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students, parents, and alumni towards their
alma mater and its hefty mascot. But in the
last several years, the Tufts brand has undergone a series of changes, including a costly
visual renovation, a core-value reanalysis, and
campaigns to get Jumbo merchandise off of
Walnut Hill and into the furthest reaches of
the country. In a capitalistic world full of
brand apparel and innovative entrepreneurship, how is Tufts attempting to break into
this market? Will the school’s core values
continue to be represented—or should they?
And what does it all mean for the student
body here at home?
The man who would remake Tufts
In 2006, a certain man was hired to
come to Tufts and walk its sidewalks, sit on
its benches, and eat in its Dewick. He was
paid a signicant sum of money for these
seemingly banal activities. This man, Mark
Neustadt, also did more to change the face
of Tufts more radically than any other person in decades. Under the initiative of President Bacow and Mary Jaka of University
Relations, Neustadt purchased a house near
campus, and, for nine months, immersed
himself in every aspect of the university. In
addition to observing and speaking with students, professors and alumni, he conducted
surveys and focus groups aimed at nding an
accurate denition of the “Tufts Personality.” At the end of that period, he returned
with a list of what he had discovered Tufts to
be. Among others, he concluded that Tufts is
“pioneering and entrepreneurial,” “global in

perspective,” “focused on the challenges of a
new century,” “educating the next generation
of leaders,” “dedicated to active citizenship,”
and “built on a tradition of innovation and
progressive thinking that dates back to its
founding in 1852.”
Reading those statements, it is hard to
believe that they did not originate in the
mind of an eager administrator or ambitious
PR person. The fact that those ideals were
at the core of everything that an outsider
looking in saw speaks both to the organic
and authentic nature of the observations,
and to the kind of people at Tufts who exude
such an aura.
After those and other observations
(such as, “Tufts is not verbose or pedantic”)
were made, the task of tempering those
freshly dened elements into the face of
Tufts as a university and brand was underway.
The questions of “why?” may still linger,
and the reason is that Tufts, and every other
university, is a product; one that needs to be
able to market itself with a logo and icon that
people will remember and like, but which is
also true to form.
Gail Bambrick, director of publications
for the university, put this idea of Tufts as a
product in perspective in an interview with
The Observer. “As a product...it sounds crass,
but I don’t think it is at all because in the
media driven environment that we live in,
people associate...symbols with values,” she
said. “So a university, just like anything else,
needs a strong sense of itself and a way to
portray that to people who are used to logo
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Selling the School
types, brands and other things. So the actual
logo [grew]... we didn’t make it up.”
Although it can be easy to forget this,
Tufts is also a company and a business and
is in competition with all the other elite
universities that are vying for intelligent students, active professors,
and sizable grants. Up until Mark
Neustadt spent his nine months on
the hill, however, many people failed
to realize that there was no one, single
Tufts logo. There was Jumbo, who
had been more of an athletics icon
than anything else, and who had also
gone through many changes over the
years.
Without a unifor m logo to
represent the school, the old doveadorned seal had to function as Tufts’
only consistent visual representation
system. This reliance was the reason
behind the choice to re-brand Tufts.
The old “logo”, which was actually
nothing more than the name of the
university in whatever font seemed
appropriate at the time and with
whatever spacing, was made into the
one seen everywhere today. In the
new logo, the upper case “T” and
lower case “u t f s” has even spacing between
each of the closest points on each character
to affect uidity and grace.
According to Bambrick, the change to
lower case letters, in contrast to the all-caps
college sweatshirt norm, is indicative of
Tufts as a school that is not showy or im-

posing. By opting not to conform to wide
spacing and spindly letters, Tufts is also
looking towards the future that it is working to create.
Additionally, the university seal was

reconsidered. The dove symbol, after years
of being on the side of trash trucks and on
cocktail napkins, was, according to Bambrick, nally restored to its rightful place
of prestige and honor on our diplomas
and cufinks. Although the seal can still be
found on select items, the Latin inscription

“Pax et Lux, Sigillum Universitatis Tuftensis”
is reserved for more ofcial business. This
is the second incarnation of what some
fondly call the “Dive Bomber Dove,” the
rst of which involved water crashing onto
ocean rocks propping open a bible
into which the dove, and streams of
sunlight, are descending. This seal,
which had become less appropriate
as the Unitarian Universalist religious
inuence of the school waned, was
simplied in 1966 to one the one
seen today.
But let’s cut to the good stuff
here: Jumbo. We have all heard the
story of our epic elephant taking a
speeding train in the chest for his
friend Tom Thumb, how he was
made a very real presence on campus
thereafter, and how his accidentally
cremated remains were saved in the
nick of time with the inventive use
of the only tools available: a Peter
Pan Peanut butter jar.
Now let it never be said that
Tufts is “defensive or apologetic”
(something we are stated as not being), but a few other universities
come to mind with something less
than a self-sacrificing anthropomorphic
pachyderm to call their own. In case it
has gone unnoted, not only do elephants
never forget, but they also bury their dead
in graveyards with funerals and happen to
be inarguably the coolest mascot ever. This
is undisputed.
February 29, 2008
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In truth, the existence of only a hand
full of Jumbo images in circulation and for
sale is perfectly bafing when one broaches
the expanse of possibilities for visual hallowing of such a stately being. Far be it
from The Observer to comment on aesthetic
improvements around campus, but it has
always seemed that Jumbo outside of Barnum would look rather more dignied cast
in bronze or copper, or else simply painted
gold. Plain, white plaster seems a lowly way
of capturing Jumbo in his single, Jumbosized manifestation on campus.
At the very least, the availability of more
than two and a half versions of Jumbo in the
campus store, in contrast to the old logo that
so needed unity, benet from more variety
to fully encompass the breadth of Jumbo
love that this campus has. Perhaps it is also
worth noting that the love of an icon or
the existence of “school spirit” cannot be
gauged by silly American standards like how
many people opt to watch two teams tilling
our elds with their spiky shoes. School spirit
is evident in the amount of Tufts apparel
worn by the student body and how willing we all are to don our Tuftonian
regalia are brand ourselves Blue
and Brown.
Packaging the
Pachyderm
With Tufts’ identity and word mark
nally set into stone,
how is the university disseminating its
brand to the widest
possible audience?
Not surprisingly, online purchases from
the Tufts bookstore
website constitute
an increasingly sizable
chunk of merchandise.
International students and
alumni tend to readily make
use of the online services, and
no doubt some wannabe parents own
more brown and blue than their kids.
“When the early acceptance letters go
out, the web sales are huge,” said Jenna
Scinicarello, an employee and product designer at the Tufts Campus Bookstore. “This
December we got over 200 web orders the
day the letters were received. That is when
we nd out the [stylistic] preference of the
student body that is going to be around for
the next 4 years.”
4
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My rst reaction was that it looked
My
like the TOYS-R-US
logo. Then I kept looking at it and
I started liking it.

It’s at the store itself that the higher-end
items get bought up, including Tufts-embossed gold and silver memorabilia, such as
money clips, time pieces, and pens. The big
market here is Tufts faculty and departments,
who make generous purchases from the
bookstore “if they have a keynote speaker
or an event for someone in the department,”
according to Scinicarello.
Another thing: if you have a favorite
shirt you’ve been eyeing but have neglected
to grab it up, you might want to hurry. Items
get phased in and
out pretty
regu-

larly; select
merchandise
rises
and falls in proportion
to a fairly stiff supply and demand curve.
For example, one of the most popular
items, according to Scinicarello, is a vintage
brown crew-neck sweater with a shield-like
crest —frankly, it’s more Dead Poets Society
than “pioneering and entrepreneurial.” Oldschool designs like these cater to a more veteran Tufts population, as well as Jumbos with

a more romantic vision of the intellectual,
coffee-drinking, revolution-conspiring, small
New England liberal arts college. However,
this popular design is already being phased
out, which means it will probably make a
timely return a few years down the road.
But when a vintage crew-neck shirt is
selling better than more modern, softer items
with the new word mark, it raises troubling
questions about the success of the new Tufts
brand from a nancial standpoint. “I do
know that there has denitely been a mixed
response. People would say that they liked
the old word mark,” said Scinicarello. “But
I think, as time has gone on, people have
grown more attached to the new word mark
because there is a set ‘Tufts’ now, something
to become attached to.”
In the end, the most important thing,
as far as the bookstore is concerned, is
that a variety of representations exist to
appeal to all members of the extended
Tufts family. One monolithic style is
bad business practice, and before the
introduction of the new word mark,
Tufts clothing designers experimented
with a variety of different designs,
fonts, and patterns. “In truth, there
never really was an old word mark, it
was just whatever we put out there in
whatever font we thought looked good,”
Scinicarello said.
While the Tufts bookstore capitalizes
on faraway online purchases, the TCU Senate
is looking to set-up shop literally down the
street, in places like Boston and Cambridge.
TCU Historian Alex Pryor rst came up
with the idea last year. Walking through
Logan Airport, the Prudential Center, and
other Boston destinations, Pryor, a senior,
saw that street vendors sold Harvard, MIT,
Boston College, and Boston University paraphernalia but wondered why Tufts was completely unrepresented. “It just seems kind of
strange,” she said. “We have the sweatshirts,
we have the school, and we should advertise
like the other universities.”
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Pryor, a member of the TCU Student
Outreach Committee responsible for the
implementation of the project, is nally
getting the chance to pursue the campaign
after a series of Senate projects that took
precedent earlier in the year. “It seems like
such a tiny project,” she said, “but it’s hard
to gure out who to talk to, because you
go to these stands, and the people who are
there sometimes don’t speak English, and
sometimes they’re not the owners of the
stands.”
But Pryor doesn’t directly see this as
an essential part of the Tufts brand. It’s
not about promoting active citizenship or
a global perspective, Pryor said, but about
old-fashioned school-pride and awareness.
“This is a project we thought would be a
nice service for the students, an off-campus
service. It could be about identity…that’s a
part of it… And it can attract prospective
students.”
For that reason, she expects that the
sweatshirts and paraphernalia introduced
into Boston will probably display the new
word mark and reect Tufts’ new image
— standing in stark contrast to a school
like Harvard’s more archaic lettering. But
with their rst glimpse of Tufts being on
a sidewalk bargain t-shirt, will prospective
students meandering through Boston really
buy into it?
Pryor, and many others, sure didn’t
at rst sight: “My rst reaction was that it
looked kind of like the TOYS-R-US logo.
It’s so juvenile, I like hated it. Then I kept
looking at it and I started liking it.”
The logic is: why attempt to alter what
Mark Neustadt so diligently set into motion
so long ago? “We have some very capable
people working on the university, so even if
some students don’t get it, I trust the people
who they choose to gure it out,” said Pryor.
Ultimately, the marketing genius that is the
Tufts brand, while not conicting with Tufts
values, may not be so important in the grand
scheme of university public relations —
especially in an area of shifting marketing
strategies, overwhelming band apparel, and
endless focus groups.
“You can’t say to the world and Boston
what Tufts stands for with a sweatshirt, and
I don’t think a particular font is like, ‘This
is what Tufts is all about.’ I don’t know how
much more you can ask for with a word
mark.”
Some Jumbos, simply, are asking for a
lot more. O
All photos by Adam Levy.
February 29, 2008
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Bite-size news you might have missed since our last issue.
Adam Arsenault ( ’08) has been given the
2007 New England Football Writers Association Jerry Nason Award, which commends
its recipient for playing exceptional football
under difcult circumstances. Arsenault, a
linebacker for Tufts, has had multiple injuries
during his career and was forced to take a year
off to recuperate. However, he ultimately
returned to the game, telling the Tufts Journal,
“Football has been a part of my life for the
last 10 years. I didn’t feel like I had reached
my potential as a player. I wanted to try to
have one more season before I left.”
The 23rd Norris and Margery Bendetson Education for Public Inquiry and International Citizenship (EPIIC) International
Symposium commenced on February 20 and
ran through February 24. The symposium
included presentations and panels by EPIIC
Colloquium students and internationally
renowned scholars, journalists, and activists
to consider the year’s chosen topic — Global
Poverty and Inequality.
The Tufts Mock Trial team has received
a bid to compete at nationals. The team,
headed by Hailey Fitzgerald and Jeffery Kiok,
is student run, unlike many teams at peer
universities. “It is rare for a college mock
trial program not to have an attorney and
witness coach to accomplish the program’s
goals,” Fitzgerald told the Daily. In addition
to Fitzgerald, the team includes Rebekah
Sokol (’10), Ashley Bethel (’08), Andrew
Choi (’11), Joshua Hale (’11), and Jonathan

Lautin ’11. The team will travel to Miami
University in Ohio to compete from March
7 until March 10.
President Bacow recently asked the
Tufts community to help honor members
of the faculty and staff who demonstrate the
values of Tufts in their work and teaching
with the announcement of the Tufts Distinction Awards, designed to laud employees who
display the spirit of Tufts. The awards include
the Extra Mile Award, to honor outstanding
customer service, the Bridge Builder Award,
given to the employee who works to develop
student-faculty relations within the community to strengthen the university, the Change
Agent Award, received by the member of the
faculty or staff who has demonstrated commitment to positive change, and the Unsung
Hero Award, which recognizes the employee
who devotes him or herself to excellent at
Tufts daily. An employee can be nominated
until March 31, and the awards ceremony
will be held on June 3. To learn more, visit
distinctionawards.tufts.edu.
Tom Brokaw, author of The Greatest
Generation and Boom!, and NBC news anchor
from 1982 to 2004, will be coming to Tufts
for this year’s Edward R. Murrow Forum
on issues in journalism. This year marks the
100th anniversary of the birth of broadcast
journalism pioneer Edward R. Murrow.
The interactive discussion, called “Noise vs.
News: The State of Political Coverage,” will
take place on April 14 and will consider how

the media handles presidential elections. Joining Brokaw will be New York Times Magazine
political reporter Matt Bai (’90) and two others whose names have not yet been released.
Last year’s forum featured Dan Rather, the
former CBS anchor.
The TCU Senate is working on a project
to improve the visibility of Tufts in Boston
and to the greater New England community.
Senator Jake Maccoby ’09 plans to increase
the amount of Tufts paraphernalia sold at
vendors throughout the city to match the
gear from schools such as Harvard and MIT.
Maccoby feels that the campaign would inevitably boost Tufts’ visibility. TCU Historian
Alexandra Pryor agreed, telling the Daily on
February 13, “It’s kind of strange when you
go into Boston and you go into Cambridge
and they have sweatshirts and T-shirts from
other schools but not from Tufts. Tufts is
a major university in the city and it’s a very
good university, and there’s no reason it
shouldn’t be represented.”

TCU Senate Watch
On Feburary 18, the TCU Senate decided to:
• Send a group of senators to visit local
colleges and explore how other universities utilize their common areas.
• Send a letter expressing its condolences to Northern Illinois University
concerning the regent tragic shooting
on its campus.
• Have a meeting between the TCU’s Alcohol Policy Committee and Ian Wong,
the director of the new Tufts Wellness
Program, to discuss possible changes
to the university’s alcohol and judicial
procedures.
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New Quills on the Hill
BY JACOB GERBER

I

t is not an easy endeavor to start a publication at Tufts. The scene is dominated by established
heavyweights such as the Daily, the Primary Source, and this magazine. It is reasonable to assume
that the campus population can only support a limited number of newspapers and magazines.
An unscientic survey yields surprising results: few Jumbos seem to read the Daily regularly, fewer
read the Observer, and the Primary Source appears to have a reputation based mostly on notoriety.
Perhaps it is unwise to extrapolate too much from this data; after all, Tufts is a top-notch university
with a wealth of intellectual capital. However, it is safe to say that the process of starting anew is
laced with difculties, logistical and otherwise.
In spite of such difculties, a number of students are often willing to tackle the challenges of
starting from scratch, who believe enough in what they have to offer that they will strive to bring
a new product to a broad audience. This year, Nate Grubman and Sam DuPont, editors-in-chief
respectively of the Forum and Discourse accept this challenge. Both new publications ll voids on
campus, and their founders hope to add to the intellectual and political discussions that have come
to form an integral part of Tufts.
THE FORUM

DISCOURSE

Many students have likely already seen the Forum on campus. The Unlike the Forum, Discourse aims to cover a massive varimagazine has already published two issues: the rst was introduced ety of topics without an overarching theme. According
last semester, and the second arrived in December. According to to DuPont, Discourse is “intended as an interdisciplinary
Grubman, the Forum’s mission is “to
journal that brings together
promote and inform the dialogue of
some of the best student
Democratic politics on campus.” The
writing and scholarship from
addition of a Democrat-sponsored
across the academic spectrum
publication at Tufts is seen by many
into a single publication.”
students as a counter to the Primary
Discourse will publish a wideSource. The Forum, explains Grubman,
ranging selection of articles
“add[s] to the discussion of politics
with a focus on “illustrating
on this campus by publishing a variety
new ideas or unique insight
of opinions related to the Democratic
into a subject of social, culParty,” while investigating various
tural or political importance,
stories at Tufts that the Forum feels
whether nationally or internacould add to the political discussions
tionally.” With such a widethat are omnipresent on what is a very
spread focus, Discourse seems
active campus. When asked to provide
likely to present a wide variety
a preview of the Forum’s next issue,
of topics worth exploring.
Grubman says, “We’re going to run an
For example, DuPont notes
article making sense of this convoluted
that Discourse is planning on
process…by which the Democrats will
publishing “submissions on
decide their nominee…We would also
like to explore what it would mean to
Microfinance in China, and
have the first mixed race or female
energy policy in the United
COURTESY OF THE FORUM
president.”
States.”
February 29, 2008
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Challenges
The business of managing a publication is complex, fraught with numerous
difficulties and unforeseen developments.
To start their new publications, DuPont
and Grubman had to find writers, draft a
budget, and secure facilities from which
to operate. “Financing this publication has
already proven to be a challenge” explains
DuPont. “Funding sources are scarce, especially considering the number of student
publications already in existence.” Discourse
also faces the challenge of making complicated subjects easily understandable. As
DuPont notes, “we hope to make subjects
that may seem out of reach accessible to a
broader audience.” When asked to identify
the greatest challenge in maintaining the

Forum, Grubman described the difficulties
of “establishing an efficient organization
that is capable of putting out a quality
publication without compromising timeliness.”
Chances for Success
Throughout the university’s history, a
number of student publications have tried
and failed to become permanent additions
to the campus reading list. The Forum and
Discourse will face difficult challenges in
maintaining a high number of readers
and writers. When asked to evaluate the
long-term chances of the Forum, freshman
Chase Rose seemed intrigued by a Democratic magazine, saying that, especially in
an election season, the Forum plays a role

keeping students informed about Democratic news and ideology. When told about
Discourse, many students found the idea of
a journal for intellectual thought novel and
stimulating. “I’m always looking for good
reading material,” says sophomore Adam
Frank, who is keeping his fingers crossed
for thought-provoking pieces.
How Can You Get Involved?
Like all publications, both the Forum
and Discourse are always looking for contributors. To write for the Forum, contact
Nate Grubman at Nathan.Grubman@
tufts.edu, and if you are interested in
submitting to Discourse, send an email to
tuftsdiscourse@gmail.com as soon as
possible. O

The Observer Gets a Backstage Pass
to Concert Board
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oncert Board, the organization responsible for organizing six music
shows per year, including Spring
Fling, works quietly behind the scenes
and off stage. Yet with a budget of over
$200,000, four times larger than that of
the next-highest student group, it is fiscally the largest group on campus. Although
Concert Board is most renowned event
is undoubtedly Spring Fling, the event
is only a small part of Concert Board’s
yearly itinerary. They also organize annual
Rock and Rap shows, Jumbo Jam, and the
annual Battle of the Bands. Last semester,
DJ Girl Talk performed to a crowd in
Dewick for the hip-hop show while Saves
the Day came for the rock show.
Concert Board is broken down into
students in charge of publicity, security,
8
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hospitality, production assistants, and an
executive board. The head of publicity is
responsible for promoting the event to
the Tufts community.
“Not all shows sell themselves like
Girl Talk and Spring Fling do,” sophomore co-chair Alan Munkacsy said. “We’re
looking for new ways to sell events. We’re
currently talking with WMFO to get more
publicity on the radio show.”
The head of security is responsible
for making security arrangements and
accommodations for the artists, while
the head of hospitality is responsible for
meeting the needs of the artist, which are
laid out ahead of time in the contract.
“The production assistants have the
largest job,” said Munkacsy, a former production assistant. “We pick the artists up
from the airport personally and then hand
them over to the hospitality heads.”
Concert Board meetings are open
to the Tufts community, but few actually attend. “We’ve definitely seen more
people at meetings,” junior co-chair
Janette Hoffman said. “It’s not a very
good turnout.”
With an e-list containing over one
hundred names, but an active membership
that hovers around 25, Concert Board
faces the daunting challenge of sorting
through hundreds of student-suggested
artists to select those that are appropriate
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for a given event.
“We’re constantly eliminating names,”
Munkacsy said, “the list gets shorter and
shorter.”
After the Board initially suggests
artists to perform, the list is trimmed
based on a number of criteria. The most
restrictive factor in choosing artists is
performance fees. For Spring Fling, the
Board has a limited amount of funds with
which to pay for a headlining group, and
one to two other artists.
The entire planning process, from
the initial listing to the contract signing,
varies greatly depending on the show.
The rock and hip-hop shows at Dewick,
for example, require far less planning
than Spring Fling. Concert Board began
brainstorming artists for the March 6th
Jumbo Jam show over winter break, yet
planning for Spring Fling artists began
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early last semester.
“It takes a good three months,”
Munkacsy said of the Spring Fling planning process. “There’s a much shorter
timeframe in planning for the other
shows.”
Board members chip away at the
list fairly quickly at first, eliminating artists who fall outside the event’s budget,
which is well under $100,000, according
to Munkacsy. “We just don’t have the
money to get names like Kanye [West],”
he said.
“The money that we were budgeted
this year would likely only get us one
headliner,” Munkascy said. “One of our
main concerns is that we are not budgeted
enough at the beginning. Hopefully the
Senate sees this.”
The budget comes from the student
activities fund and is allocated by the TCU
Senate. According to Munkascy, Concert
Board applies yearly for additional buffer
funding to keep up with the rising cost of
talent. Student organizations can apply
for buffer funding, which is additional
funding granted if the group believes
that its original endowment will not cover
its costs.
“It would be nicer to get more
money,” Hoffman said. “We couldn’t pull
Spring Fling off without the buffer funding. It would be a horrible show.”
Due to the magnitude of Spring
Fling, its budget drastically exceeds that
of the Dewick shows, whose artists
“aren’t usually up to par with the midlevel Spring Fling artists,” according to
Hoffman.
“The budget for these shows is much
less than the Spring Fling budget,” she
said. “We can’t get bands that everyone
would see because of the budget.”
According to Pretty Polly Productions, the talent agency that the Board
works with, it would cost $150,000 to have
T.I., Lupe Fiasco, and Spoon perform
at an event this year. With artists like 3
Doors Down and Foo Fighters commanding $125,000 and $200,000 respectively,
headliners can quickly deplete a budget.
However, not all artists are priced so
highly. According Pretty Polly’s website,
the price for Boys Like Girls, Lifehouse,
Sean Kingston, Soulja Boy, and T-Pain
falls under $40,000.
The Board also eliminates artists
based on the liveliness of their music and
how well they would fit the atmosphere of
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the event. Bands like Dashboard Confessional do not “fit the venue” because they
are too mellow, according to Munkacsy.
“We try and keep shows pretty upbeat.”
After the first round of eliminations,
Board members suggest new artists and
the eliminations process begins anew.
However, even if the Board agrees upon
a final list of appropriate artists that fit
the budget, the artist’s availability can also
be a limiting factor.
Concert Board works in conjunction
with Howie Cusack, an agent at Pretty
Polly. Cusack assists the Board with coordinating events such as Spring Fling and
the Dewick shows.
“We show him the list of artists and
we ask for his input,” Hoffman said. “He
knows a lot about who performs well, and
he’ll also tell us who’s available and what
fee they’re asking for.”
After meeting with Cusack, Hoffman
and Munkacsy bring the list of available
artists back to the members to gauge their
responses.
“We keep doing that until we find
an artist who is feasible and will go over
well,” Hoffman said.
The process for selecting artists for
Spring Fling is similar to that of arranging Dewick performances, but with added
secrecy. Artists for Spring Fling are announced during Battle of the Bands, held
this year on April fifth. The winner of
Battle of the Bands plays the opening act
for Spring Fling. Last year’s performance
was by Ezra Furman and the Harpoons.
Munkacsy was tight-lipped when

discussing this year’s Spring Fling. “We’ve
been talking to Cusack and have been
looking into rock and rap headliners. No
contracts have been signed and I really
can’t say much more,” he said.
Spring Fling artists have traditionally
been kept under lock and key, with the
Board Members finding out the artists a
week before the rest of the Tufts community. “The whole deal can fall apart
if word gets out before contracts are
signed,” Munkacsy said to explain the
secrecy surrounding the event. “Artists
can generally back out of performances,
and we don’t want to get the Tufts community too excited before anything is set
in stone.”
Despite all the hype surrounding
what is arguably Tufts’ biggest event of
the year, Spring Fling is actually a small
part of Concert Board’s domain. “Sure,
it takes the most planning, but [Concert Board] coordinates a number of
other important events as well” asserts
Munkacsy.
Jumbo Jam, one of the events organized by Concert Board, takes place
on March 6th at Dewick. The jazz trio,
Soulive, is performing. Soulive originated
in the late 1990’s in upstate New York
and has opened for The Rolling Stones,
Dave Matthews Band, and John Mayer
among others. Their music is known for
its instrumentals and is very upbeat.
“To us, every show is as important
as Spring Fling,” Munkacsy said. “Spring
Fling is just the most physical one to the
Tufts community.” O
February 29, 2008
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Mechanical Slithering:
Coming to a Robot Near You?
BY

ALEXANDER DIETZ

W

hat’s your favorite animal? The
title character of Napoleon Dynamite once noted his admiration
for the liger (a tiger-lion hybrid), which he
described as having been “bred for its skills
in magic.” During the American Revolution, the Founding Fathers argued about
whether the new United States should be
symbolized by an eagle, a dove, or, as Ben
Franklin would have preferred, a turkey. This
reporter has a soft spot for
the bonobo, a close relative
of Homo sapiens known for its
live-and-let-live ethos and its
impressive degree of sexual
creativity.
For his part, Dr. Barry
Trimmer spends much of
his time thinking about the
caterpillar. Tufts’ Henry Bromeld Pearson Professor of
Natural Sciences believes the
insect can serve as a model
for a new generation of
robots made completely out
of soft materials, enabling it
to look, feel, and move in an
organic, animalistic way, and
even change shape.
“We’re trying to develop a type of robot that
nobody’s ever seen before,
with capabilities that no
existing robot has,” he said.
“And to do that, we’re using biology to help
understand how we can control these types
of robots.”
While conventional robots can be
optimized for particular jobs, they lack the
versatility of animals. Soft robots “will not
be very efcient necessarily, but that doesn’t
matter,” claims Dr. Trimmer. “If they can do
a job that no other robot can do, it doesn’t
matter if they’re efcient or not.”
Dr. Trimmer is the director of Tufts’
Biomimetic Devices Laboratory. Biomimetics, a relatively new eld connecting science
and engineering, is the study of the ingenious ways nature has developed to solve
problems through evolutionary adaptation,
their application to current technology. As
10
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biologist Leslie Orgel put it, “Evolution is
cleverer than you are.”
Dr. Trimmer sees biomimetics not as a
one-way street, but as a loop both increasing human beings’ understanding of the
natural world and allowing them to reach
new technical heights. Often, he said, his
colleagues in the discipline fail to close that
loop. “People take biology, and get inspired
by it, and go and start to build something in
an engineering context, but they then start
solving engineering problems instead of

Dr. Trimmer and his team, which began its
work in earnest in 2005 and includes civil
and environmental engineering professor
Luis Dorfmann and environmental engineering professor David Kaplan as well as
other faculty members, have faced challenges in trying to gure out how to control
their soft robots, “because in the traditional
way of thinking about control, you need
to be able to plan where each part of the
mechanism’s going to be.”
While the necessary calculations are
relatively straightforward
with the stiff materials and
joints ordinarily used, they
become much more complicated when one has to deal
with soft, exible materials.
Dr. Trimmer, who received
much of his training in
neurobiology, hopes that
his work on caterpillars will
allow him to learn the principles of control embedded
in their microscopic brains
and apply them to their
articial relatives.

Building Robots for the
Final Frontiers
Dr. Trimmer predicts
that soft robots could have
wide-ranging applications.
Disaster situations, for example, often produce an
COURTESY OF DR. BARRY TRIMMER
extremely complicated degoing back and saying, ‘Wait a minute, what bris eld. Even today’s most versatile robots
does this tell us about the animal?’”
cannot hope to successfully navigate such
Using biology to build robots also areas, making them useless for relief efforts.
means using robots to study biology. Soft “What we hope is that the robots will be
robots could be used to carry out experi- able to change size and shape, and can also
ments that would be impossible to conduct completely crumple up,” he said. “So these
on animals. “We might discover that the ro- things could actually go into a very complex
bot is tolerant of damage, so if you remove space, and perhaps have a camera or sensor,
a certain part of its controller, it still works,” and nd people.”
explains Dr. Trimmer. “Well, we can’t ask
He also thinks his robots, as a result
a caterpillar to, you know, ‘Hey, stop using of their kinship with insects, could be esthe muscle on the left.’” Despite these pos- pecially suited to help maintain and repair
sibilities, Dr. Trimmer’s primary focus is to spacecraft. “Caterpillars are probably the
learn more about the systems for locomo- most successful tree-climbing animals on
tion in the caterpillar so that he will be able the planet,” he said. “So they can climb in
to reproduce them in machines.
these very complicated three-dimensional
The task is more difcult than it sounds. structures really, really well. And if we are
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successful in mimicking what the caterpillars
can do, we’ll have robots that can climb in
three-dimensional structures.”
What does that have to do with space
vehicles? “The antennae and the solar panels
are absolutely enormous on [spacecraft],”
he said. “Yet their main structures are
about as thin as a drinking straw, so they’re
extremely delicate.” Therefore, the work
that astronauts can do on them is limited,
but Dr. Trimmer’s machines could change
all that. “What we’d imagine is that you’d
have a squad of these little robots that are
able to climb, and they would climb over
the structure, nd problems, maybe repair
it,” he said.
He imagines that the robots could have
remarkable uses in medicine as well. Just as
caterpillars vary in size by a factor of 10,000
over their life cycle, but continue to use the
same essential system with the same number
of neurons and muscles at each stage, Dr.
Trimmer thinks the technology behind soft
robots, unlike other designs, could give rise
to machines at a very large scale, a very small

scale, and everywhere in between.
“So if that happens, you know, you can
make these things go inside blood vessels,”
he said. “Let’s say you need to nd a tumor,
and you’ve got a chemical detector that
could actually nd it, but you don’t know
where to go, so you put it into the bloodstream, and when it detects, it sends out a
signal that says, ‘I found it! It’s right here.’
That’s the sort of thing you could do.”
The Future Robotic
While some of these predictions
may sound like science ction, Dr. Trimmer expects to be able to unveil crawling
robots this summer, and is now working
on a two-year project to make a machine
that can be deployed in the real world. “We
already have prototypes that can move,” he
said, “but they’re still pretty rudimentary.”
Some of these prototypes are currently on
display at New York’s Museum of Modern
Art, featured in the exhibit “Design and the
Elastic Mind.”
Dr. Trimmer believes that soft robots

in particular will become much more widespread in the coming decades. Already, he
says, robots are in heavy use in industry, and
he sees their role getting bigger and bigger,
in part because of new manifestations like
the ones he is developing.
Soft robots, like any technology, could
have both benecial and detrimental uses,
Dr. Trimmer argued. “I mean, if you’ve
got a robot that is silent, and is capable of
changing its shape and squeezing under
doors and down through keyholes,” he said,
“that could be used for good or bad.” Ultimately, it depends on how society chooses
to exploit them.
There are some social costs to Dr.
Trimmer’s work, though, that cannot be
so easily dismissed. Even in 2008, one can
still nd the odd young person at a party
performing the series of contortions known
as “the robot.” If Dr. Trimmer has his way,
and soft, exible machines begin to replace
their jerky ancestors, these unfortunate souls
will also be forced to learn a whole new set
of moves. O
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With Eyes Closed, the Stress Goes

ERIN BALDASSARI

BY JULIA

SLOCUM

I

t’s 7:00 on a cold, blustery Sunday evening. Most Tufts students are typing
away at laptops or hunched over stacks
of textbooks in the library as they cram to
nish their studies. Minds race and blood
pressures rise as stress overwhelms many.
Yet for a few students, the situation is very
different. Stressors are left at the door during
an evening of relaxation and spirituality at
the weekly meeting of the Buddhist Sangha
at Tufts.
The Sangha, which is recognized as an
ofcial student group, was formed about six
years ago. Though it is an established group,
it remains relatively small; an average of six
students attend the weekly meetings and
meditation sessions. Nevertheless, the group
is led by a few committed individuals, most
notably sophomore Nicholas Matiasz and junior Jason Yeager, who serve as contacts for
the group. Justin Miller, an MIT alum, leads
the Sunday night meetings, and Dr. David
Arond serves as the faculty advisor.
Matiasz notes that many students are
confused about what a Sangha is. Sangha is

12
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a Sanskrit word that translates literally to an
assembly of all beings seeking some higher
degree of realization. However, it is typically
used to simply represent a “community” or
“assembly” of Buddhist practitioners. The
Sangha at Tufts is a Buddhist group whose
members support one another in their spiritual growth and quests for Enlightenment.
Although the group is ofcially tied with
Buddhism, participants come from a variety
of backgrounds and religious faiths.
In Buddhism, Enlightenment is dened
as the complete realization of the universe
and of oneself. This state can only be
achieved through many years of learning
and Buddhist practice. While the path to
Enlightenment is very complex, there are
essentially two qualities that a person needs
to develop: wisdom, and love and compassion for all beings. The Buddhist Sangha
provides support to individuals as they try
to cultivate these attributes and move toward
this enlightened state. Indeed, Thich Nhat
Hanh, a Vietnamese Zen Buddhist master
and peace activist, wrote that “taking refuge
in the Sangha is a very important practice…
abandoned, alone, you get lost, you get

carried away. That is why you come to a
practice center, in order to take refuge in
the Sangha.” Nhat Hanh also stressed the
importance of the Sangha not only for the
individual, but for the Buddhist community
as a whole: “The [Buddhist] practice should
aim at transforming both the individual and
the collective aspects of our consciousness.
It is essential to practice with a Sangha to
produce such a transformation.” In this way,
the Sangha is designed to assist both the
individual in his/her personal quest for Enlightenment and the community, as it fosters
understanding and unites members.
The Buddhist Sangha at Tufts seeks to
serve individuals and the student body as
a whole. As part of its mission statement,
the Sangha aims to “provide a safe place for
students to learn and practice” as well as “to
foster an open community that lives together
in harmony and awareness.” The group
hopes to “bring peace to the hearts of [its]
members and thus facilitate a greater peace
within the Tufts community as a whole.”
The Buddhist Sangha at Tufts tries to
achieve these aims by holding meetings and
meditation sessions every week and by bring-
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ing in various speakers throughout the year.
The meetings are held every Sunday evening
at 7:00 in the Rabb Room of Lincoln-Filene
Hall, and the guided meditations occur on
Wednesday mornings in Goddard Chapel.
Miller is the teacher for the weekly meetings and Dr. Arond leads the Wednesday
morning meditations. The group also
brings speakers to campus to talk about the
Buddhist faith. On February 7, 2008, the
Sangha had a Chaplain’s Table event in the
MacPhie Conference Room entitled “How
Does Mindfulness Practice Reect Respect
and Dignity?” The Chaplain’s Table consists
of dinner and a discussion and is open to
all students. The Sunday weekly meetings
are generally the centerpiece of Sangha’s
activities. The meeting generally opens with
a brief meditation session led by Miller,
followed by an open discussion on some
philosophical topic. The meeting also ends
with a longer meditation.
Meditation has long been a common
practice in Buddhism. Indeed, ancient Buddhist texts contain directions and techniques
for meditation. Buddhists use meditation as
a means of quieting their minds and self-reection in order to approach Enlightenment.
There are two basic kinds of meditation:
samantha, or tranquility meditation, in which
the practitioner simply attempts to observe
him/herself and develop awareness about
the body, and vipassana, or insight meditation, in which the practitioner concentrates

on a mental object
and seeks to gain
insight on the path
toward Enlightenment.
However, it is
important to note
that within these two
schools there are
countless variations,
many of which can
be practiced without
any suggestion of
the Buddhist faith.
Indeed, many Christians, Jews, and Muslims now meditate according to techniques
derived from Buddhism. Over the past two
decades, many non-Buddhists in Europe and
the United States have adopted mediation
into their daily lives, due to perceived health
benets. The popularity of yoga and other
spiritual practices have also helped to make
meditation more common today.
The benets of meditation are wideranging and numerous. According to
an article from the National Center for
Complementary and Alternative Medicines,
people use meditation for a variety of
health pro from insomnia to depression to
pain associated with chronic illnesses such
as arthritis or cancer. A 2004 study by the
state of Georgia found that just 20 minutes
of daily meditation led to decreased blood
pressure and heart rate in nearly all subjects. In addition to the physical health
benets, meditation can also produce
a deep level of relaxation, which helps
to improve mood, build self-condence
and regulate stress levels.
Although meditation originated
as a spiritual practice, it is clear that its
scope is not limited to the Buddhist faith.
In fact, Matiasz acknowledges that many
students come to the meeting simply to
nd inner peace after a stressful week.
He claims that “the Sangha aims to
relieve suffering on campus and to give
students a better understanding of who
and what they truly are.” The meditation sessions at the Sangha meetings
at Tufts are generally guided by Miller,
who “tailors the meditations based on
the experience of those who attend each
week,” according to Matiasz. In general,
the meditations are focused on developing awareness and consciousness. In one
meditation, Miller asked participants to
ERIN BALDASSARI envision a ball of glowing light owing
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through their bodies, giving them energy.
After the meditation session is complete, the meeting proceeds to a discussion of philosophical topics. Miller invites
students to come up with their own questions and to discuss the issues amongst
themselves. Topics can range from an
examination of ancient Buddhist texts to
a reection on the correct way toward Enlightenment to contemplation about how to
develop compassion for other individuals.
Generally, most discussions do not deal
directly with the complex details of the
Buddhist faith, focusing instead on how to
nd peace and develop love and compassion in everyday life. According to Matiasz,
“Our discussions cover all sorts of topics;
the only way to generalize our meetings is
to say that we always talk in some way about
life and its challenges. Our teacher, Justin
Miller, often mentions that sometimes it
is less useful to ‘intellectualize’ everything
in the form of complicated philosophical
arguments, and more useful to talk about
the simple, everyday applications of Buddhism.” After the discussion has run its
course, the meeting ends with another,
longer meditation, again led by Miller.
While the group is ofcially a Buddhist
group, Matiasz emphasizes that it is open to
people of all faiths and backgrounds. “The
meetings are geared toward all sentient
beings. No experience of any kind is necessary…We welcome people of all religious
backgrounds.” The group offers Tufts
students something few other organizations
on campus do: an opportunity to relax and
connect with oneself for a few hours every
week. While other students emerge from
the library in the predawn hours feeling exhausted and tense, Sangha participants end
their Sunday evenings feeling rejuvenated
and refreshed. O
February 29, 2008
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— Lawrence S. Bacow
President, Tufts University
April 2006
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EDITORIAL

A Brand that Can Stand the
Test of Time?

I

n the increasingly competitive world of
higher education, developing a unique
identity could make the difference in
obtaining quality students, accomplished
scholars, and greater research dollars. Efforts to produce a “Tufts” brand name that
reects not only the university’s overarching
goals, but also the spirit of its students, are
therefore welcome developments. Nonetheless, the administration must acknowledge
that while a well-known brand may help sell
an inferior product in the marketplace, no
branding efforts could mask a university’s
shortcomings in academics. The administration must uphold the university’s traditions
and academic excellence, even at the expense
of promotion and marketing.
In the process of developing a brand
name, the university took steps to ensure that
the result would be something more than selling new sweatshirts and mugs. The consultant
hired by the Ofce of University Relations,
Mark Neustadt, conducted a nine-month
study in which he performed focus groups on students, faculty,
and alumni in order to gain a new
perspective on the university’s
identity. As Gail Bambrick, Director of Publications, remarked
in an interview with The Observer,
“Neustadt immersed himself in
campus and culture because a
brand has to reect the truth or
it just won’t work, it won’t y.”
The introduction of the new
logo marked the culmination
of the process to portray “the
essence of Tufts,” and provided
the administration with a tool
to pursue the university’s aspirations.
A distinct logo for the university raises a concern about the
role of tradition in the branding
of Tufts. Although the new
logo offers a “distinctive” and
“younger” imaging of the university, it rejects tradition in favor
of what Ms. Bambrick describes
as “cutting a path into what
higher education should be in
the 21st century.” This marketing

focus on the university’s innovative approach
to education, at the expense of tradition, may
fail to please the older alumni whose time on
the Hill was dened more by freshman beanies than by “active citizenship.” Universities
like Harvard, Yale, and Princeton market
both their rich tradition and their innovative
approaches to academics. With Tufts’ rich
history of academic excellence and tradition
spanning over 150 years, there is no reason
why the new marketing campaign cannot take
the same approach.
One should not underestimate the
importance of attracting alumni with the
“Tufts” brand. The livelihood of the university, the endowment, depends on the annual
donations made by alumni, and universities
with deep pockets not only produce graduates with the abilities needed for success in
the real world, but they also forge an everlasting connection with alumni that ensure
consistent donations. One source of the close
ties between the university and alumni comes

from an emphasis on a school’s history and
tradition, factors that a “Tufts” brand must
consider.
Regardless, even the best marketing cannot mask a university’s shortcomings, and the
administration should not allow expenditures
on branding to prevent advances in facilities
and resources on campus. Nor should the
marketing affect the academic environment
on campus. Greater national attention is
fruitless if it compromises the capacity of the
university to deliver an exceptional, challenging, and rewarding academic experience.
A balanced branding campaign that
draws national attention to a Tufts education, however, could have lasting benets
for current and former students. Graduates
with nationally renowned Tufts degrees will
have better prospects in an ever-competitive
job market. Geographic diversity on campus,
with more students hailing from outside the
East Coast, will add new perspectives to campus dialogue. Most importantly, a stronger
“Tufts” brand may evoke stronger feelings in some students
towards the university. Not
having to explain to strangers or
relatives where Tufts is located
or what it is known for may give
an increased sense of pride in
being a Jumbo, a sentiment that
would pay off for the university
once they begin to solicit young
alumni for donations.
Finding a way for Tufts
to differentiate itself from
other top-tier universities is
not an enviable task, and the
administration deserves commendation for its attempts to
develop a unique identity for
the university. Nevertheless,
branding should not come at
the expense of our traditions
and commitment to academic
excellence; such a development
would make the university undeserving of national recognition. The Observer believes that
it is better to maintain our high
standards rather than sell more
sweatshirts in Boston. O
RYAN STOLP
February 29, 2008
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OPINIONS

One Outrageous Adventure Does
(Not) a Person Make
BY SOPHIE PACK

T

he other night
I was sitting
glassy-eyed in
front of my philosophy paper on morality
and happiness without
a clue. Granted, the
paper
required
extensive knowledge of
some philosophers and
films, which was not
entirely
unwarranted
considering the course
is aptly named “Philosophy and Film.”
As I ruminated on
my horrendous fate,
stuck in the dorm on a
perfectly good Thursday party night, my
brain suddenly put two
and two together: The
pressure to be a morally decent person is
rampant on campuses. RYAN STOLP
From external pressures
like gossip and the honor code to insecurities propagated by the unsure
superego, how does the typical Tufts
student, or anyone for that matter,
make the “correct” decisions? It’s
tricky trying to calculate this moral
tightrope and still live to tell stories
of debauchery over weekend brunch.
People deal with the strain of standards in their own way, which is more or
less how students deal with everything
as well. Let’s look at both sides of the
see-saw: the textbook “do-gooder” versus the wild “troublemaker.” The most
intense brownnosers are easily recognizable because of their staple dogooder type equipment. They scurry
to class under weight-filled backpacks,
hunching their heads between their
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shoulders
and fearing
the
imminent
d o o m
of arriving only
15
minutes early.
They
tremble at
the word
“cannabis”
or
any other
illegal shenanigan. For that matter, they’re also
the ones who look down their noses at
pre-gamers in the room next door who

aren’t 21 yet! “Those foolish hooligans,”
is what they mutter, or so I’d imagine.
The “troublemakers” are casually
hedonistic. These so-called ruffians ignore life’s demanding drudgeries and
care little for reality’s expectations. Instead of facing societal responsibilities
like homework and trash-emptying, the
“troublemakers” opt for more pleasing
activities that garner instant gratification. Maybe they throw things out of
windows, or steal road signs, or perform ridiculous self-damaging stunts
and call themselves the crew of Jackass. At parties, they have no problem
crossing rules or unwritten boundaries.
I’ll show you what I mean. For anonymity’s sake we’ll say my friend “Tiffany” was out drinking one Friday night
after seeing
“Cabaret”
(the very
fine musical
produced and
perfor med
by
our
own Tufts
students).
After
a
cultured
night filled
on the one
hand with
promiscuous prostitutes,
and on the
more serious
side
the rise of
the Nazi
RYAN STOLP party, Tiffany and
her friends decided to partake in a

Continued on pg. 24…

Top: Arrow Street Crepes, Harvard Square, Ariana McLean; Bottom: Algiers Cafe, Harvard Square, Ariana McLean.

Clockwise from left: The Tufts campus bookstore display
Ramsdell models his Tufts gear; Mea-Ling Loko with he
sweatshirt. Adam Levy, Erin Baldassari, Saya Bobb.

bookstore displays its merchandise; Tufts Opinion Editor William
Ling Loko with her Tufts water bottle; Lauren Mazel models her Tufts
i, Saya Bobb.

Top: Ryan Stolp and Austin Siadak model their Tufts gear, Erin Baldassari; Center: Tufts merchandise, Adam Levy; Bottom Right: Girl with a mug, Saya Bobb.

Death
BY

I

WILL RAMSDELL

…by Democracy?

rascal of a pallid, Paleolithic Pope still making periodic media appearances in Sub Saharan Africa to discourage contraception,
the fastest growing religion (Mormonism)
holding fast to it’s 12 offspring norm, and
of course, India and China, it was looking
pretty cramped for the human race
from a numerical standpoint.
Overpopulation was looming
over us like the loathsome
modernist
(aesthetic)
skyscrapers we were
forced to cram into;
i t ’s
hard to save
t h e

’m sitting in a political science class
one day, turning over why Weimar
Germany failed to develop into a liberal democracy (and, presumably, avoid the
resulting strife of WW
WWII)) w
when
e something
so et g
occurred to me: wh
when
hen did we as a society
decide that democracy
cracy is everyone’s best
friend? The benets are many and endlessly brayed upon, but in our age of
emerging environmental
mental conscientiousness and forward
orward thinking, perhaps we should
ould consider
the long-term rami
mications of
a system that is built
uilt to satisfy
the constituency’s short-term
whims, but which has few provisions for the setting
ting of necessary but unpopular long-term goals.
To toy with this
his idea, I’ll posit a
not-unlikely scenario.
rio. You will, of course,
forgive me for constructing
onstructing this situation by harping upon
pon another issue that
is much less theoretical:
etical: Overpopulation.
Point being; don’t lose the thread of the
central idea of democratic failure
on an apocalyptical
cal scale despite
its inferior page space to Overpopulation, which functions as the
illustrative device for the former.
By the year 2100,
00, we had conquered
the energy crisis with
ith the efcient uutilizatilization of solar, peat, thermal, lunar-oceanic/
tidal, wind, nuclear,
ar, hot and cold fusion
and, of course, a global grid. The vast majority of the world
d had become peacefully
democratized in the
he liberal tradition with
free and fair elections
tions and electoral colleges, though the Democratic Semi-Liberal Republic of the Congolese Peoples of
post-Zaire was stilll being relatively ornery.
We had saved the whales and even genetically engineered
d the dodo bird
back to life to the effect that we,
as a species, were feeling pretty
good about things.
s. Then the
human race smacked
ed into the
biggest bump in our road
yet:
ourselves…literally.
…literally.
With our friend
end that
WILL RAMSDELL

rain forest when you are actually ghting the chemical law of diffusion to keep
the tides of human bodies from ooding into the few remaining non-human
wildlife habitats left on the planet. Diffusion and the fat white man in the dress
Nature, I’m afraid.
won out over Mother Natur
We only had one path lleft to us: we
The specics
had to start killing people. T
hide the pitiful
and political facades used to h
water
important. Evfood and w
a er wars aren’t im
at
hungry and pissed
eryone was just
hungr
about it. Besides, it’s just plain
rude (and a
little eembarrassing)
for a major international
be squabbling
power
to b
over resources.
As the “War
on Terror (and
for oil)” has
fo
it’s
sshown,
more
conm
venient to lie
ve
about the cause,
ab
provide false inpro
telligence, rack your
telligen
fabricated mortal
nation with fabric
extremists, and
fear of cave dwelling ex
everyone is busy
rapee civil liberties while ever
into nationally
siphoning their toothpaste in
regulated aviation-standard 33oz tubes. A
time-tested method employed by the best
Roosevelt, Eisenand brightest: Wilson, Roos
Hitler. So war
hower, McCarthy, Bush, and H
liberty and justice
erupted again: war for libert
future Lindsey
and truth and MTV and the fu
and…well actually, for
Lohans of America and…wel
food. Besides, when you are sitting there
bullets and bombs,
with nothing to eat but bullet
humanitarianism.
hunger will eventually beat hum
Thiss iiss not to say that we leaped to
human extermination without rst exploroptions.
produce more
ing our op
ptions. We tried to p
food, engineer ““golden
fo
golden rice” and all that,
sustained
and it susta
an
ain
i ed us for a while. But
eeven
ev
en when food was sscarce, it was
nothing
no
othing compared to the catastrophee of water shorta
shortage. Problem
p
ph
cation of ocean
is, vapor puricati
water
absurdly expensive
w
ater is absurd
Kuwaiti will tell
— as any Kuw
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you — and when all those artesian wells lling up our Fiji Water bottles dry up…well,
get thirsty enough, and you’ll kill for it too.
So after creaming most of the human
race, we rise from the thankfully non-radioactive ashes. At a summit of the remaining nations, America is taking heat
from all the world
leaders. The president is wagging the
constitution about
while the other nations break it to
him that democracy just isn’t working out; people are
simply incapable of
acting intelligently
enough to make decisions that effect
all of humanity in a
relatively long term
scale. It was a nice
dream, but people
are just too rationally self-interested.
Once, we told
every nation to become Western and
democratic — that
it was the only civilized way. We gave
people free reign,
and when it got
crowded, we asked
them politely to
stop exponentially
multiplying.
We
didn’t force them
or curtail their “biological” right to
breed (aside: oh the
gall…biological
!
abortion, drug use,
sex?), but because
they didn’t listen to
our advice, 70% of
the world paid for it
by getting vaporized.
Maybe
we
should have taken a
hint when our only
architectural housing option left was to start building “up”
when “out” became a geographic impossibility. We saw the effects and ran around
trying to stop global warming, save the
rain forest and cure AIDs, but these
were all just ways of focusing our guilty

consciousnesses into blind pro-activity
aimed at the effects, not the one, undeniable, overarching cause: There are too
many damn people alive on planet earth.
And after? Maybe an altruistic oligarchy or even a world government. Whatever happens, people cannot be trusted

We are the stewards

monopoly busting we instill into our systems, human life could still become an
externality. Could we really have expected the Founding Fathers to predict that?
But back to the conversational present:
to all of you optimists out there, don’t even
start. You think we are going to be able to
tell the Mormons
not to have 12 children? That’s called a
violation of Church
and State and even
though the Native
Americans,
who
we have so cordially raped, are no
longer allowed to
utilize herbal psychotropics despite
religious purpose,
we take care of
our white Christian
church-going taxpayers much better
than our annoyingly entitled natives.
And as to changing
the constitution…
also a dubious
proposition. If we
really can get this
monolithic US behemoth’s attention
in a policy initiative sense, parliament is made up of
fat old white men
who also happen
to be Christian and
MATT KOULORIS hardly mind the “be
fruitful and prosper” clause of the
bible either, but more
on elected ofcials
ability to make intelligent policy in a bit.
Don’t
forget:
the population of
the planet is going
to double in 60 years
(*point of contention that will be subsequently addressed).
The behemoth better get moving, since
I hear that Ethiopia is already exhibiting
some issues, and is far from nearing any
possibility of increasing its nonexistent
production capacity. As unpopular a notion
as it is despite its undeniable truth, not all

of

the planet and of the
future of our race and, like it
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or not.

to act intelligently. I guess we forgot, in
our innite self-importance and worship
of human life as the supremely valuable
commodity, that humans could become
apocalyptically numerous — that no matter how much copyright protection and
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“We only had one path left to us: we had to start
killing people.”
human beings should continue to live, not
because some are worth more than others,
but because not all of them can be feed any
longer. Nations that are unable to support
themselves are only being set up for future
agony by the aid we send them, which articially increases their carrying capacity
such that more children are born on a resources base that will vanish as soon as the
nation sending it grows enough to need
those resources again. And where does that
leave those needy people?
Human beings are not invincible to the
inevitable cyclical pattern of the resourceconsumer boom-bust cycle; the longer we
prolong our alignment of population with
resources, the harder we will fall and the
more people who should have never been
born into a world that could not provide
for them will have to perish. I know it’s a
tough bite to chew but we have reached
the point where actually “helping” starving
people affects prolonged suffering both
for them, and for the children that “world
saving” aid is allowing them to have.
Furthermore, I hope to the powers that be that we fail to discover the
fountain of youth in stem cells or our
genome. All we need is people who refuse to die naturally and make way for
the rest of our burgeoning population, and yet we research and research.
Besides, the US is only one nation.
China is loving this population boom.
They’re about to be on top of the world,
and if their legendary use of unfiltered
coal is any indicator, I don’t think they
have the future wellbeing of the planet
too high on their list of priorities. Furthermore, they already have population
controls in place, but the machismo nature
of the culture sees the birth of multiple
female children (Olympians in training
once abandoned) who are intentionally
orphaned; a way out of the population
controls assuming infanticide is not the
order of the day, which it often is in many
nations like India. Oh, and the only reason that China has those poorly followed
laws is because they aren’t a Democracy.
Overpopulation having been thor-

oughly mulled over, let us turn to the
nigh parenthetically mentioned point of
democracy upon which I would say this:
it works pretty well in short term appeasement of peoples needs and desires,
but who is making the bigger decisions
that effect humanity on a scale and frame
greater than the comfort and preference
of the current constituency? No one.
If politicians are popularly elected
to appease those short term issues of tax
fluctuations and exit strategies from various awkward foreign engagements, those
will be the issues with which they busy
themselves in order to hold voter sway
— and are less likely to support unpopular policy like birth limits, even if those
unpopular issues are for the long-term
good. Furthermore, even when such issues are recognized by the intellectual
elite like people at your typical North
East Liberal Arts college, our far sighted awareness of trouble on the horizon
is hardly the concern of the rest of the
population who care more about Prada
shoes than the livelihood of their own
families (as noted in the Katrina refugee gift card relief data), much less that
of the progeny of other nations. Issues
like population control, which negatively
manifest themselves in things like food
shortage, will only become policy initiatives once they are felt by the masses.
Unfortunately, it is the elected officials’ interest to insulate the constituency
from such discomforting effects lest he
or she be replaced in anger, and therefore such issues go covered up and stay
out of debates and minds. Democracy
is so based on appeasing the whims of
people that if people cannot be trusted
to make decisions beyond their own benefit then those benefits can essentially
be counted out of any existent policy.
It is not as though I think that the
rights of buffoons should be curtailed or
their inputs ignored, but we are the stewards of the planet and of the future of our
race and, like it or not, sometimes the general consensus is simply and fatally wrong.
Democracy functions off the principle

that the majority rules. Currently, the majority rules that birthing 12 kids is ok, but
the planet simply cannot support innite
human mouths. Therefore, the majority is
wrong, and if left to its own democratic
devices, both majority and minorities will
pay, along with every plant and animal on
this earth. I don’t have any answers — I’ll
leave that up to those you who are aiming
for Fletcher and want to save the planet
— but if your salvation agenda involves
lling every hungry mouth attached to a reproductive organ, or to democratizing the
planet, then you better have some brilliant
ideas for Martian terraforming to match.
Before I go, I would like to mention that
I am fully aware of many of the rebuttals to
the ideas above. Neither blind faith in technology nor impossibly fast modernization
(yes, we all know “developed” nations have
more stable birth rates) is the answer. It is
also true that Americans consume so much
more food than is necessary, that redistribution could solve many problems. Unfortunately, the beauty of our friend Capitalism is
that redistribution will probably never happen. Additionally, I have little faith in some
blooming of planetary human altruism. If
religion couldn’t do it, I doubt the rapidly
growing secularism will either, especially
without Hell to scare people into charity.
Well that’s all the “bull in a paradigm
shop” time we have for now, but tune in
next time for the next installment in this
piece, which will go into more depth on
the issue of overpopulation and it’s moral
implications, featuring: “Am I a Social Darwinist?”, “Moral Masturbation for Self-Image and Prot”, and why going to the CIA
handbook for your information on population growth is like asking President Bush
for an objective opinion on the whether or
not the “War on Terror” is a success. I also
had the chance to suggest my opinions to
an EPIIC member, and I will be giving a
faithful and fair bitch slapping to the buffoonery there propounded. Until then. O

Will Ramsdell is a freshman who has not yet declared
a major.
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…Continued from pg. 16
little alcohol consumption.
Back on the home front
of South Hall, Tiff
and the gang prepared for their
night out. Our
midnight protagonist took
five shots, and
subsequently allowed herself a
quick reprieve,
for she was feeling a bit buzzed.
The
dramatic
irony here is
that as
the night
RYAN STOLP
w e a r s
on,
we’re
better
at
counting shots than Tiffany is. Read on.
The first stop was a friend’s birthday party all the way uphill. Though Tiffany had not planned on drinking again
so soon, she also had not planned on
discovering Southern Comfort, street
named “SoCo,” a particularly sweet type
of liquor. One double shot couldn’t hurt.
At this junction in the story the
do-gooder remembers how Driver’s
Ed said the first thing alcohol impairs is judgment. In this instance
it would do good to heed the dogooder. That double-shot led to six
more shots of tequila over the course
of only a few hours. For all you
math majors, that’s around 11 shots.
That night, it seems Tiffany pushed
her limit. She eventually passed out and
both her and her unhappy liver woke
up under a tree in front of Houston.
She called her friend “Maxwell” to
help her get home to South, and so
Max came to save her. He called over
two random guys to help carry her, but
around Dewick, decided to call TEMS.
From Tiffany’s first-hand account,
I learned that she woke up at 9:30 a.m.
with an IV in her arm and dorm-sickness in her heart. After all, waking up
to an empty white room with an intravenous reminder of the now-extinct
night before is hardly as hospitable as
being merrily shaken awake by your
roommate. So, still very inebriated,
24
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Tiff plotted Flabbergasted, if you will. Now here’s
her escape. someone who makes her own rules, inIn
doing dependent of what other people think.
so, she also I’m by no means condoning massive
e s c a p e d amounts of alcohol
consumption.
from any Nor am I forever casting Tiffany as
last
re- a miscreant, because one outrageous
m a i n i n g adventure does not a person make.
thread of exRalph Waldo Emerson, the propected behavior. tagonist in my morality paper, would
She remembered a agree that blindly following othstory of someone else who had ers is inferior to forging your own
been in a similar situation path. Tiffany learned her limits
and left the hospital. After through experience, and in my opina cursory glance over the ion that’s the best kind of education.
shoulder for
Better
than
textbooks,
and
o n c o m i n g cheaper too. I mean: isn’t takn u r s e s , ing risks what life is all about? O
Tiff saw
her
opportunity for
freedom. Stubbornly ripping out the Sophie Pack is a freshman who has not yet
I.V. (and she has the bruise to prove declared a major.
it), she stumbled out of the
wesleyan university
hospital. Maxwell
replied
to her garbled
text message
to wait for his
rescue vehicle.
Instead,
Tiffany picked a
direction and
walked toward
it for a half
hour. To the
disoriented
Tiff, Tufts magically apparated
in front of her.
Details on the
journey remain
hazy. That day,
2 semesters
Tiffany stayed
of language
drunk
until
credit in 4 weeks
six o’clock in
of immersion
the
evening.
I’m
told
June 2-27, 2008
that
people
Wesleyan University
are most often
Middletown, CT
shocked, impressed, or disAPPLY NOW!
www.wesleyan.edu/summer
gusted by this
For more information call 860-586-2900
story.
I was
or email summer@wesleyan.edu
both impressed
and
baffled.

summer
l anguage
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Boston Ballet’s Romeo and Juliet

BY

T

NATALE POLITO

he tale of the two star-crossed lovers
has manifested itself in numerous
and various ways — initially, of
course, we think of Shakespeare’s written
play, meant for the stage and performed
in thousands of theaters in almost every
country in the western world. But the play
has never been limited to Shakespeare’s
stage version; the ancients had Pyramus and
Thisbe, and our generation has
Baz Luhrmann’s 1996 lm starring
Leonardo Di Caprio and Claire
Danes. Somehow, the plight of the
two lovers is timeless — even our
parents’ generation had Zefrelli’s
infamous film rendition of the
scenario. Maybe we’re all so familiar
with it because it’s required reading
in most high school curricula, but
regardless of its legibility, it really
is one of the greatest love stories
of all time.
The Boston Ballet premiered
John Cranko’s Romeo and Juliet
on Valentine’s Day. According to a
New York Times review from the
1969 premiere of Cranko’s staging, “Many choreographers have attempted
[Prokoev’s] score… but it has been left to
Cranko to give the work its complete fulllment.”
And truly, Cranko’s Verona is at once
vivacious and insular, both peaceful and
hostile. Although there is no spoken word,
the dialogue is certainly evident in Cranko’s
choreography — even with a vague familiarity
with the plot, the viewer is able to associate
the choreography with the storyline of the
tragedy. The movements are so lled with
emotion, and it’s easy to imagine the conversations in the pas de deux of the ill-fated
couple. Both the group and solo scenes are
beautifully rendered, and the iconic balcony
scene is so expressive that the dancers seemed
to speak a certain wordless language — that
sounds cliché, but it was actually more effective that a traditional dialogue.
The choreography is complemented by

an elaborate set, one which certainly aids in
the legitimacy of the production. Without
the set, Cranko’s choreography would seem
less convincing, and the ballet would be less
evocative overall. The piazza of Verona is
quite believable, and the Capulets’ ballroom
is both grand and ornate. In general, the
wardrobe and sets are in line with Boston
Ballet’s impeccable production record. This
past fall’s La Sylphide took place largely
in a grandiose forest, which undoubtedly
enhanced the choreography, and a ballroom

ARTS AND EXCURSIONS

Such Sweet Sorrow

Prokoev’s three suites oscillate between
haunting and jarring melodies, and in a
certain way stand in the place of any words
that the ballet is lacking. By virtue of the
fact that there is no real dialogue, the experience somehow becomes simultaneously
more ephemeral and more profound. The
emotions are real, and they are manifested
in the human contact of the characters. The
physical interaction and movement of the
dancers is perhaps more of a substantiation
of love than any other version of Romeo
and Juliet that I’ve seen. It’s almost
more convincing in that it’s more
evocative — the viewer doesn’t have
to work to absorb the profundity of
the tragedy; it just happens. Having
now experienced Romeo and Juliet as
a ballet, I almost prefer the timeless
tale in the context of dance to the
context of dialogue. Because really,
even without choreography, Romeo
and Juliet are doing a dance. Their
love, their tragedy, their death — it’s
all one big dance.
I have only one criticism of the
production: the ending. Of course,
we all know how the play ends —
Romeo thinks Juliet is dead, and takes
Boston Ballet
his own life at the exact moment that
similar to that of the Capulets is created every she wakes up from her death-like sleep and
year for The Nutcracker.
sees him dying. When she subsequently takes
But needless to say, the set and the her own life, it’s excruciating to watch. Only
choreography would cease to exist without in this production, it wasn’t. Admittedly, it
the actual dancers. I was lucky enough to must be difcult to stage a dramatic death
witness the celebrated Larissa Ponomarenko and reach every member of the audience.
as Juliet. Lovely as always, Ponomarenko But even the nal notes of Prokoev’s were
has this way of conveying both passion and somewhat anticlimactic. Romeo and Juliet
anguish in a manner unparalleled by any died gracefully, not mournfully. Which, I
other female company member. Maybe she suppose, is appropriate, but I would have
is aided by her perfect arches and inconceiv- felt more committed to the production if the
able extensions, but she has a certain je ne ending had provoked a stronger reaction.
sais quoi that makes her perfect for the role
All in all, however, the ballet was an
of Juliet. Nelson Madrigal played the part aesthetic masterpiece. The set, the music, the
of Romeo, and was a perfect companion to choreography, and the dancers were beautiful.
Ponomarenko’s Juliet. Their pas de deux at In this case, parting from the Wang Theater
the end of Act I was so poignant, and even was such sweet sorrow. O
their mutual death at the ballet’s end could Romeo and Juliet is playing at the Citi Wang Theater
be described as harmonious.
until March 2. Student Rush tickets are available the
Simply put, there was something about day on the same day of the performance for $20. See
this ballet that was incredibly moving. www.bostonballet.com for more information.
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A Strange Discovery of Protest at The Art Worker’s Sex Show

American Freakshow
If there is one article you read in the Arts Section
all semester, I strongly suggest it be this one. The following is a story about the Sex Workers’ Art Show
at the Coolidge Corner Theatre.

BY

THOMAS SUTHERLAND

Where are we going?
ot-addled and with low expectations,
we sped out into the setting, purple
night of our puritan stronghold. Four
colleagues. Strangers. Co-workers. Not one
of whom had a clue what to expect at the
show that night.
It had all started easily enough; I could
remember that much. A few months earlier,
my friend Mike had separated his need to
critique from his social-agoraphobia for
long enough to join a student publication.
At semester’s turn he had risen up the ranks
to take charge of the Arts section. “We’ll set
the world ablaze,” he hollered.
I have to admit, his promotion had
cheered me up some. In recent months my
mood had taken a turn for the worse.The primaries had hit full swing and all of us watched
with focused disappointment as the same
issues went dodged, the same fundamental
questions were spun until we ourselves could
no longer remember who had
asked them. Was it us or them?
The lines in the dust, hardly
ever dened, were no longer
recognizable.
Certainly someone must still care! Bodies had come back in cofns, draped in red,
white, and blue. Sure no one here had known
any of the dead, but that didn’t mean they no
longer existed. Or did it? A grieving mother
must be out there somewhere, wringing her
hair like Mother Keller waiting for her boy
to return.
For nearly seven years, plans and promises had slammed head-long into resolve —
coming together to give birth to hideously

P

defective legislative children. We could not
see the horrible things our own government
was doing, our vision obscured by the ash
and amber and smoke of the at-the-time still
smoldering rubble of Ground Zero. Nothing
changed. Our own government has turned
on us. All of our prophets are dead.
One day, a few weeks ago, something
miraculous occurred. A message arrived for
us in the mail. We had been sent for.
“Truth serum Presents: Sex Workers
Cabaret — One Night Only!” the flyer
screamed.
Mike and I sat wide-eyed on the bed
looking down at the orange slip of paper.
“What do you think it is?” I asked in sheer
buffoonery.
“Well,” Mike thoughtfully balanced the
bong between us. “In my opinion it’s clearly
an invitation to some pagan ritual.”
“Naturally we’ll have to go.”
“Of course, I’ll arrange tickets immediately.”
Sex. Workers. Cabaret. The words sang
out to me with a mystical rhythm like the
marching song of a long-forgotten laborers
union. What would happen there? I didn’t
have the foggiest clue. The only safe bet was
that there would be nudity and popcorn, a
lethal combination for any self-respecting
college man.
With bated breath the day nally ar-

“‘In my opinion it’s clearly an invitation to some pagan ritual.’”
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rived, Saturday, February 15, 2008. I came
back from the rst triumphant night of the
play I was performing in to nd a house full
of warm apathy.
“It’s sold out.” The plainness of the
message sent me into spirals.
“B-b-but,” I stammered. “The tickets. Jesus Christ! What happened to the
tickets?”
“No tickets,” Mike’s voice reached out
through the thick smoke that separated

our faces.
“We have to go. We have — it’s what
we’ve been waiting for.” I could see the
futility. The mood in the room was shifting
dangerously out of my favor. It wasn’t Mike’s
fault, or mine for that matter. We were just
products of our time, products easily shifted
towards complacency. Why leave? The house
was warm, we had no tickets, and the air
crackled and enticed with the smell of cannabis. This is what we always do. We’ll smoke.
We’ll drink. We’ll listen to metal. Change is
a fallacy anyway.
Mike stood up casually. “Yeah, alright.”
“Alright what?” I snapped.
“You’re right. We should probably go.”
“Oh.”
And like so many other miscast soldiers
from lost generations past, we slunk off to go
see The Sex Workers’ Art Show, the modern
day freak show.
Where are we?
The inside of the theater was moving
with the type of impatient energy typically
reserved for middle school assemblies. The
insiders had arrived alright, and they wanted
a show. Maybe some blood too.
Did anyone really know what we were all
in for? Looking back, it’s hard to say. Getting
in had been a struggle. The outside crowd
had been a cross section of confusion: Art
school researchers mixed gracefully with
tranny insiders, and all worked together to
keep an eye out for the sparkly eyed deviants
who oated among us.
Of course none of these people had
anything to do with our getting into the show,
of this I was sure. As the bastard children of
the Gonzo press, we knew there was not a
door in existence that couldn’t be overcome
by drug-heightened condence and a plausible magazine name.
“We’re with The Observer,” I told the
ticket taker.
“I’m sorry, but there’re no tickets reserved for you,” she shot back.
“Well of course there aren’t, but just see
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what you can do for us.”
The angry rotarian stalked off and my
eyes fell to dancing around the lobby. To my
left, a book selling booth was being manned
by a blown-out looking blonde.
A gruff voice shocked me back. “How
many are you with?”
T he woman now
standing before me
was replete with leather jacket and short hair.
Of the many gays I am
friends with, I have never felt totally at ease
with the masculine members of the lesbian
tribe. I have no charm to offer, and as a result I tend to panic and freeze. Sensing my
cowardice, Mike stepped in:
“Four.”
“Four?” The woman’s face soured with
disbelief.
“Yes, four. A writer, an editor, an illustrator, and a photographer,” he explained. “I’m
the editor.”
“Well, editor, you need to reserve tickets.” The woman paused. I could see we were
through, before we had even begun too. The
injustice of it all lled me with contempt.
This could not stand. Thankfully, it wouldn’t
have to.
“Well, I can sell you three,” our savior
began, “and comp you one. But just so you
know the Dig is here, and they only sent one
writer.”
“Oh that’s fine.” My editor replied.
“We’re far more important than the Dig.”

The lights dimmed. The show began.
First up was The World Famous Bob
— a six-foot-tall woman wearing a highslit blue dress and ankle-inverting heels.
No real identity could be found for The
World Famous Bob, Annie Oakley had

California, free to start life anew. Soon after
Bob was stripping at the Skin Flamingo.
Her story was another ame out of the
distinctly American type, and to be totally
honest, I couldn’t have cared less. I threw
back my beer. If the performers weren’t
going to medicate
me, I’d just keep
doing it myself.
My impatience must not
have been lost on
Bob. The minute the story was over, she
took her clothes off. Dropping her dress
to the theme of 2001: A Space Odyssey, Bob
shook her massive breasts all over the stage.
The burlesque was good enough to send the
mob back into its pre-show frenzy. I sat back
into my chair with a short breath of relief.
The nudity had relaxed me some, but I still
remained suspicious. Something about the
rules of this game seemed unfamiliar, and I
was beginning to sober up.
No sooner had this inkling of suspicion
arisen in me, then Ms. Dirty Martini walked
briskly to center stage. She was a stout
woman of perhaps thirty-five, wearing a
red, white and blue sequined ag dress. Ms.
Dirty Martini stood center stage and waited
for the attention to come back to her. Unlike
The World Famous Bob, it seemed Ms. Dirty
Martini had not come to talk.
Before I could even begin to wrap my
brain around what this replug of a woman
might be doing wrapped up in our nation’s
ag, the dance began. “God Bless America”
rang out from the theater’s speakers, and
Ms. Dirty Martini began to whirl around in
circles. Moving along the stage, she swooped
and dipped as articles of clothing whipped
through the air. I was transxed by her movements. She was like an elephantess ballerina,
stomping her way towards a not entirely
ungraceful pirouette.
As the music reached its crescendo, Ms.
Dirty Martini reached between her curvaceous thighs and began to throw money all
over the stage. Hundreds of fake dollar bills
poured out of Ms. Dirty Martini’s ass as if it
were a malfunctioning ATM.
“Jesus man alive!” Mike and I shared
disbelieved looks from across the aisle. Our
photographer darted up from her seat and
rushed to the front of the stage to snap away
at the visionary and the streaming money.
I looked at Mike. His eyes were recessed
back into his head, glossed over with equal
parts of intrigue, shock, and horror. God
forgive him; the poor man went to a Catholic

“She was like an elephantess ballerina, stomping her
way towards a not entirely ungraceful pirouette.”

What possible good could
come of this?
Annie Oakley silently stood at the
forefront of the stage like the head female
priestess of a Dionysian carnival. She was
the show’s host. Above her, the Coolidge
Corner Theater was lined with carvings
of Roman gods, and the crowd played its
part in the ancient recreation. All of us
in the audience were part of the teeming
masses, stiff with excitement for the freak
show to start and our realities to drift away.
This was our bread and circus, our
Roman coliseum. We wanted to see the
modern American freak show. Porn stars
are, after all, the only group political correctness has passed over. Who better
then to provide some stoned laughs?
“We want a show goddamnit!” A hulking barbarian in a baseball cap bellowed
out from behind me. Others threw popcorn. I remained relatively silent. “Give us
a show,” I muttered between sips of beer.

informed us, and as far anyone knew The
World Famous Bob was her real name.
As Bob launched into her opening

JESSIE CHANEY

monologue, I pictured this gargantuan woman at the DMV. “Ma’am I must have your
real name,” the bespectacled man behind the
license registration window would insist.
“But can’t you see,” Bob would exclaim in
her high falsetto, as she extended her arms
“I have already given it to you!”
For the most part I listened to Bob’s
speech. She had run away with a transient
gay best friend. Feeling unappreciated by
their stymied small town, the pair had hopped
into a re red chariot and blew out to sunny
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school.
Ms. Dirty Martini continued to pull the
ribbon of money from her rear, holding it
above her head and twirling it. Pardon me for
not knowing what to make of a full-gured
woman dancing in a spiral of ribbons origination from her own butt.
What were we seeing? This wasn’t what
we had paid for. We
had wanted escapism,
“Come on in and see
Dojo the Dog Faced
Boy and his Mother,the
Lobster Woman, Blow
One Another — Tonight Only” We wanted to forget, damnit, to
forget the whirlwind of garbage that swirls
around most educated Americans. But this
— watching Ms. Dirty Martini pull wads of
cash from her butt — this was something
different entirely. It was shocking. It was
violent. It was protest.
Like Spartans leading the front lines,
more performers came springing from the
wings. Bridgette, a Helen Bonham Carter
look alike smothered in loosely applied
Cruella Deville makeup, confessed that after
being rejected from Chuck-E-Cheese she
had stolen her sister’s Catholic conrmation
name and began stripping. She belted out her
own, original, musical theater composition.
I sat in impressed silence as a stripper pole
appeared on stage. Bridgette twisted and
contorted her naked body up to the top of
the pole, and never for a moment stopped
singing. It occurred to me the freak show was
morphing into the rst effective and moving
performance art show I’d ever seen

Caught between the crossre of what we
were seeing, and actively working our way
towards being down with it, none of us had
remembered the Asian guy from the crowd
who had quietly volunteered to be part of
an upcoming act.
Dave was led on his hands and knees by

“It occured to me that the freak show
was morphing into the rst effective
and moving performance art show I’d
ever seen.”

And then, it got weird.
Coming back from intermission, I was
certain I was beginning to have a hold on
the night. Yes, we were seeing something
new. It was radical and cool, but, damnit, so
were we. We were artists. We were journalists and artists. For God’s sake, we showed
up to the show packing an illustrator. We
were prepared. We could easily be on board
with the jist of the show, no problem. We
had just needed a little time to adjust. Now
we were good.
We believed that we understood, and
were cool with, the spectacle of alternative
culture we had just witnessed. They weren’t
that different; it wasn’t too much to stomach.
Now we were good.
But we forgot about Dave. In retrospect,
it was an easy enough slip to have made.
28
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a towering, ten-foot-tall Vietnamese dominatrix wielding a leather chain.
“Take the microphone,” the dominatrix
commanded Dave. Collectively, the entire
crowd shifted to the front of our seats to
hear him speak.
“Yes,” Dave timidly snifed.

and pulling Dave’s head up to her.
I inched. I knew I was back out of my
league. Still, Dave just sat there, incapable
of preventing the mixture of stage fright
and pleasure from spreading stupidly across
his face. The Dominatrix readied her arm
for another yank. It was too much for me
to take.
“Jesus Christ man, do something! She’ll
rip your head off.” People looked at me.
“Mistress Keva.” Dave whispered. It was
hardly audible, even with the microphone,
but there was our answer.
“That’s right, Mistress Keva,” she
scolded back at him. For the next 20 minutes Mistress Keva had the entire audience
in stunned rapture. I’d be lying if I said I
remembered everything she said, or even
everything she did to Dave. The whole performance occurred in a blacked-out nether
region, which only exists behind doors most
of us will never see, let alone open.
One thing was for certain, though: Dave
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“Yes what?”
Dave looked up at the Dominatrix
questioningly. Dressed in a combination of
shnets and leather, she lorded over him in
a terrifying manner. The whole thing looked
like the cover art for some sideways graphic
novel.
“WHAT’S MY NAME, DOG?” The
Dominatrix screeched, yanking on the chain

loved it. Every command Mistress Keva gave
Dave followed unquestioningly and with
fervent concentration. He never spoke above
a whisper, but that must have been because
there was no need to. When Mistress Keva
jumped on his back and rode him like a Ferrari, he made vrooming sounds. When she
called him a dog, he whimpered. He even sat
by patiently and listened as she discoursed
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on Orientalism in modern sadomasochistic
society. And when she drove home her point
on this topic by having Dave moan an orgasm
in Cantonese, he did that too.
Staring at Dave on his back, moaning
in a foreign language, I ashed back to an
experience I had had a few months earlier.
Travelling in Spain, a few friends and I had
decided to hike up a mountain. Once there,
I had taken up the quest to balance myself
atop a small antenna pole that jutted out to
within a few feet of the plateau’s overhang.
Balancing on that tenuous pole I had looked
out towards the Mediterranean Sea, which lay,
uninterrupted save
the pole, 13,000 feet
below me. What I
learned doing this
was that you can nd
out about yourself by
pushing yourself to
extremes.
Coming back to
Dave, I was certain
that he had stood on
the top of his antenna
pole for long enough. Yet, it seemed Mistress
Keva disagreed. Laughing, she reached back
into a bag and took out a ten-inch, strap on
dildo and attached it to herself. “Wherever
this is going,” I thought, “ it’s probably going
to be intense.”
“Come here, Dave.” She cooed, extending one nger out to him. I then proceeded
to watch Dave, a grown man presumably engaging in his rst sadomasochistic behavior,
fellate Mistress Keva in front of a theater full
of people he most assuredly did not know.
I looked at Mike. He winced in his chair,
gnashing his teeth and pleading with Dave
not to do it. But he couldn’t look away. At
this point, the aura and shock had worn off
for him. He was forced to confront the sober
reality of watching a timid, tiny Asian boy
go down on dominatrix’s dildo while she
moaned in Cantonese.
Watching Dave and Mistress Keva,
there was simply no way for me to know that
the night’s strangest act lay ahead. And yet,
looking back into that night’s strange mist, I
should have sensed that something important
was still milling inside the recesses of the
Coolidge Theater. I should have known there
would bet at least one last real voice screaming in protest at the atrocities of the age.
Annie Oakley returned to the stage.
“We only have one more act tonight, and it’s
a good one,” she said, her enthusiasm rising
above the tiredness in my body. “He is one

of the most famous burlesque performers in
the world. He’s been a featured performer in
Berlin, Paris, and all across this great country
of ours. Please welcome Krylon Superstar.”
Silence. A scream. “Oh my God you
guys!” What sounded like a 12-year-old girl’s
voice didn’t match up with the pounding, running sound I heard slamming down the aisle
behind me. Then I saw him. “Jesus Christ,”
I thought, “they’ve engineered some type
of giant, mongoloid mutant with which to
destroy pedophiles.”
Before I could go further with it, though,
Krylon had bounded onto the stage. He was

lled the auditorium. In one fell swoop, Krylon threw his microphone to the oor and
tore off his dress. “Fuck Bush” was scrawled
across his chest in lipstick.
Lip-synching along to Katharine Lee
Bates’ words, Krylon removed his clothing
until he stood naked in the spotlight. He
extended his arms high above his head and
marched in step to one of our nation’s most
cherished rhythms. His message was clear,
and I may never see more inspired looking
faces than I did at that moment.
Somewhere during all of this, an inatable baby pool full of glitter had made its way
onto the stage.
Not missing a
beat, Kr ylon
leapt into the
pool and tossed
glitter high into
the air. Illuminated under the
lights, with his
purple hair and
black skin covered in glitter,
Krylon Superstar looked like the play doll
America would never think to make for her
daughters.
The music turned a corner and began
building to its peak, rushing forth from the
speakers like a subway burrowing its way out
of the tunnel and towards the platform. Krylon crouched down in the pool in a bent-over
position, his back placed upwards towards
stage right. Out of the wings, a stage hand
carried a sparkler. Krylon and the stage hand
caught one another’s eye. Then the stage hand
stuck and lit the sparkler in Krylon’s butt.
With the music fading and the stage light’s
bouncing around him, Krylon looked out at
the audience.
“There she is,” I thought, “Mother
Keller, still waiting for her boy to come
home.” O

I knew what this was. I had heard it on the history
shows, read it in the cultural manuscripts, seen it the money
coming out of Ms. Dirty Martini. It was protest. True protest, captured in the tortured falsetto of a transvestite man’s
singing voice.
an athletically built black man. Standing, at
least, 10-feet-tall, he deftly crawled about the
stage in nine inch stiletto heels and a neon
purple wig. I must admit, at this point I still
felt I had seen weirder.
Krylon spent his rst few minutes on
stage jabbering with the energy and emotional depth his voice had originally suggested. The jokes fell at, and I could feel
the disappointment beginning to set in on
me. I had run away with the night’s previous energy, my standards for the nale had
become too high. “Oh well,” I thought, “At
least I still saw Dave.”
And then, as has often happened in this
article, something strange happened. Krylon
began to sing:
“This is a shakedown/No fucking
around” He crooned, the stage light’s dimming around him. “Rodeo bully man leaves
destruction in the desert sand/This is a
shakedown/No fucking around.”
A shakedown. The words were unmistakable, the sadness in Krylon’s voice unmissable. I knew what this was. I had heard
it on the history shows, read it in the cultural
manuscripts, seen it the money coming out
of Ms. Dirty Martini. It was protest. True
protest, captured in the tortured falsetto of
a transvestite man’s singing voice.
The mood was back. Krylon shot his
head back into the stage lights. The music
went up. Strains of “America the Beautiful”

The Art Workers’ Sex Show is a travelling troupe
of performance artists drawn exclusively from the
sex industry. The group is an amalgam of former
prostitutes, dancers, and pornography stars. The show
reminds us that art is not always beautiful, but is no
less artistic from its lack of beauty It also reminds
us of two of he principles which our country was
founded on; free expression and liberty.
Looking to write? E-mail the Arts section
editor at michael_c.tucker@tufts.edu.
Get your voice out, or
forever hold your peace.
February 29, 2008
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Lessons in Clubbing:
The Trials and Tribulations of a Night Out in Boston
BY

LYDIA HALL

W

ho doesn’t love a night of
clubbing? For months, my
friends and I, particularly
those with whom I spent a semester abroad
in Spain, had been badly needing to relive
those nights of club-hopping, shaking it to
Bob Sinclair, and crawling home in the early
hours of the morning, full of one-euro wine
and Barcelona’s popular late-night wafes.
After quite a bit of postponing, a group of
us nally decided that we would brave the
over-21 club scene in Boston for a Saturday
adventure — and we learned some valuable
lessons along the way.
Lesson #1: Leave Campus Early
During the planning stages of our club
night, we had all agreed that leaving early
was in our best interest. However, when
Saturday night rolled around, we found
that that was easier said than done. Our
planned pre-game session (note that this is
a wise idea, as the drink prices at clubs tend
to be on the steep side) started late, and
once it had begun, we found it difcult to
tear ourselves away from the rather ingenious “Spain mix” that one of my roommates had made. Before we knew it, it was
10:55, and it became clear that we would
not be riding on the 11:00 Joey. Instead,
we caught the 11:15 shuttle, and began to
make our way into Boston.
Once we arrived at Caprice (275 Tremont St., Boston), which we had chosen
based on favorable Citysearch.com reviews
and the fact that it has no cover charge, we
were dismayed to see a long and barelymoving line. We were all willing to wait,
despite the cold, in hopes that we would
eventually get in to the inviting-looking
club. Alas, we were wrong. Just as we were
nearing the front of the line, the bouncer
announced that due to the untimely arrival
of the re marshal, they would not be admitting anyone else to Caprice that night.
Dejected, we left. We faced a difcult decision: did we seek out another club, or did
we board the Girls Gone Wild bus, which
30
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was parked at the time in front of nearby
club Aria and complete with a line of approximately 300 people who were waiting
in line, eager to see the bus’s residents?
Eventually, we decided that it would be
much more rewarding to head toward Felt
(533 Washington St., Boston), located in
the Ladder District. Since it was late when
we arrived at about 12:15, we found that
there was no line, as well as no cover — an
added bonus.

Lesson #2: Dress Codes Exist
I live near the top of a hill, and in the
winter, walking on my icy street can be a
decidedly hair-raising experience. Recalling
this, and having previously had a very slippery time while wearing his dress shoes on
my street, one of my male friends decided
that he would wear his intrepid hiking boots
for our Saturday night out. However, at the
door of Felt, we discovered that the dress
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code forbade that sort of footwear. What
were we to do? Being, after all, clever Tufts
students, our friends devised a sneaky plan.
Our partner in crime left the club with a pair
of dress shoes, donated from another friend
already inside, under her arm, covered in a
hoodie. Once outside, she ever-so-casually
asked if my male companion and I “would
like to take a walk around the corner.” Once
we were out of the bouncer’s sight, the
shoes were switched and my male friend
was allowed to enter the club. Despite the
fact that our partner in crime had a lessthan-discrete shoe-sized package held under
her arm, no one at the door seemed to realize that anything suspicious was going on.
Our night could nally begin.
Lesson #3: Do Not Expect Speedy Bar
Service
Once we were nally inside the plush
red interior our rst stop was the bar, which
was surrounded by spiky light xtures. The
crowd waiting for drinks was somewhat intimidating, and we all were grateful for our
earlier pregame session. It was quite a ght
to get to the front of the line, and once we
were there, it took almost as long to place
our orders. However, the gin and tonic that
I nally received was delicious, and at $8,
not too unreasonably priced.
One of my more enterprising companions had managed to sneak in a small bottle
of red wine, which came in handy later as
our bills got more expensive. Another friend
discovered that Felt actually had another bar
upstairs, and that the crowd there was much
smaller — so if you nd yourself there on a
Saturday, head upstairs to buy your drinks.
Lesson #4: Music is Very Hit or Miss
Now that the shoe drama had been
cleared up and we had our hard-earned
drinks in hand, we were nally free to hit
the dance oor and let loose a little. The DJ
seemed to specialize in mash-ups, and we
heard quite a few innovative combinations,
our favorite being one that mixed Journey’s
Don’t Stop Believing with Michael Jackson’s
Billie Jean. However, the best musical moment of the night came when, as requested,
the DJ played Bob Sinclair’s World Hold On.
I joined my fellow Spain girls on top of the
banquette for that one, although the plush
cushions made dancing slightly difcult.
As the night continued, several of my
single friends discovered, with considerable
excitement, that there was a bachelor party
in the club. Two of the guests began irting

with my friends, and another guest urged
one of my friends to meet his “awesome”
roommate, who turned out to be more of
a dull wallower. An invitation was even extended for a ride on their “party bus”— an
offer that, later that night, some of the girls
regretted turning down (see Lesson #5).
As 2 a.m. drew near and the crowd kept
dancing, the DJ, without warning, developed
what could only be described as a case of
temporary ADHD. He would begin to play
a song, and then about 20 seconds into it, he
would switch to something else, which began to get frustrating. At one point, one of
my male companions was excited to hear a
bhangra song, and began to skillfully dance.
Just as he was beginning to attract a small
audience, the song changed, much to everyone’s dismay. This pattern continued until
the end of the night.
Lesson #5: Try to Beat the Taxi Crowd
This is truly the most valuable piece of
wisdom that I can impart — leave the club
early. As essentially every nightspot in Boston shuts down at the comparatively early
hour of 2 a.m., this means that nding a

cab entails ghting it out with every other
reveler in the area. If it has, in fact, been
one of your dearest ambitions in life to walk
the Freedom Trail at 2:30 a.m. in 25-degree
weather while wearing inappropriate footwear, then you would have been in luck
on Saturday night, as we trudged along for
nearly an hour with no empty cabs in sight.
Finally, we were forced to take refuge in a
Seven-Eleven on Washington St., for which
I had never in my life been so grateful. It
took several unsuccessful attempts to call
for a cab before we nally found a driver
who was willing to pick us up and take us
home. If you nd yourself in downtown
Boston on a Saturday night, I would recommend calling a cab and pre-arranging for
a pickup around 1:45, before the bars and
clubs close.
As we sat in the cab on the way back to
Tufts and reected on our night, the general
consensus was that things had not turned
out entirely as they had been planned. However, we did learn a few valuable lessons —
and no one could deny that it had certainly
been an adventure. O

Do You Love Going Out at
Night and Trying New Things?
The Observer is looking for Excursions correspondents to review bars, nightclubs, and other 21+
activities.
If you enjoy writing and having fun, reviewing for
The Observer is a great excuse to get off campus
and to hit the bars, all while
getting published.
If you’re interested in writing,
email observer@tufts.edu.
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Caffeinated Alternatives
to On Campus Basics
BY

ALINA SHEVLAK

A

s the weeks trudge on, and the
work starts piling up, more and
more Tufts Jumbos are craving
that cup of Joe, that shot of caffeine that will
keep them going throughout the day. With
midterms coming up, more coffee beans
will be spilt than any other time during the
semester at Tufts, and frankly, we could all
use a change from our regular order at the
Tower, Brown and Brew, or the Rez.
I ventured off to Harvard Square in
an attempt to nd some sort of alternative
where I could still get that much-needed caffeine boost. There is no shortage of coffee
shops in the square (God knows Harvardites drink a lot of it themselves), and after
a bit of poking around, I found something
new and exciting in The Algiers Café and
The Arrow Street Crêperie.
I had passed the Algiers Café numerous times before ever going inside. Located
in Brattle Hall, the exterior looks similar to
most other buildings at Harvard, but the
interior is anything but typical. The Middle Eastern café transports you from the
slush and cold of Cambridge to the bustling streets of Arabia (or, at the very least,
an elaborate movie set). The café has two
oors, the second with a large octagonal
hole in the middle, providing a window to
see the happenings below. The architecture
inside is refreshing in its distinctiveness.
Mysterious nooks and crannies are found
everywhere you look; each wall is a different
color or pattern; and unexpected bay windows provide natural light, a feature that is
uncommon for most coffee shops.
The Algiers offers a wide array of
drinks and a full menu of light food items.
Some of the standard coffee shop food
items are priced rather high, like the $3.50
buttered bagel. However, an elaborate lunch
sandwich from this café will be well worth
the $8-10. The drinks, on the other hand,
are quite affordable, with prices less than
the average Starbucks beverage. If you want
32
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to have someething new and
d
different, try thee
house blend pott
of tea or Arabian-style coffee
for $3. With
the added atmosphere, the
drink prices
are a steal! For
free coffee,
order breakfast before
11:30, and stay
a while.
Octagonal
three-tofour-person
tables are the
dominant seating available for
Algiers customers. Service is to
the table, though,,
u n f o r t u n a t e l y,,
the establishmentt
appears to be unnderstaffed. If youu
want to grab a cup
up
and go, this is not the place for you. For
studiers and chatters, on the other hand,
the atmosphere more than makes up for the
wait. On Saturdays, the place is packed and
quite loud around lunchtime, so be aware
that if you plan to be working on a term
paper, you may get distracted.
Down Mass. Ave, you will nd the Arrow Street Crêperie, built to satisfy your
French café needs. This brasserie is simple
and sweet on the inside, providing a wide
variety of seating. Though the drink choices
are not as extensive as at the Algiers, featuring only about a dozen drinks, the coffee manages to pack a lot of punch. Brewed
darker than the average Starbucks cup, the
house blend will cost you under $2 — a
great value for the high-quality taste.

PHOTOS BY ARIA

NA

MCLEAN

This French “pizzeria” has more types
of crêpes available than you ever imagined,
ranging from dessert crêpes to both vegetarian and meat meal crêpes. The Nutella crêpe,
with powdered sugar and mango slices on
the side to boot, runs at $5. Made to order
right in front of you, the nished product
looks right out of a French cookbook. The
quirky Parisian music is an added bonus, as
is the sweet waitstaff. Also, students receive
a discount at the register with identication,
so make sure to bring your Tufts ID.
Both the Algiers and the Arrow Street
Crêperie were a pleasant surprise. The two
cafés offer all the perks of our on-campus
coffee shops, with more than a few upgrades.
For essentially the same price, you can treat
yourself to a truly rewarding cup of coffee
at either of these two locations. O

POETRY AND PROSE

A response by a Post-everything generation
1964 sat atop owered microphones
ricochet between forgotten speeches and rhythmically ashing cameras.
Guitars strum to the beat of youthful rebellion
master jenga and topple civilizations with their nimble ngers.
Students born to a revolution.
Beatles move and groove to world domination
Malcom X struggles to ripple a century of miscalculations and repression.
And students,
sit atop owered mud
pierce the earth with slogans of democracy and constitutions.
March through the Mall holding hands to injustices,
eliminate the black and white colors of ropes police clubs and slumped busses.
Students born to yell demand and unscrew.
But I was born to a postmodernist era.
My Generation
taught to mouth through ngers pressed against colorful keyboards
listen closely to radioactive microwaves.
Cell phones replace hands as hands replace words.
Where technology is constantly molding to requests of speed and nesse.
But as I learn to unlock the sounds of Mrs. Robinson and Jude with oversize headphones,
Campuses are void of constant friction, no longer rubbing against authority, wrestling with counterrevolutionaries.
Our vocals become petitions, organizations, and bracelets --- a cyber culture without a narrative or philosophy.
I struggle to weave a revolution with dust bunnies.
Face forward, mind lagging behind.
I was born too late.
We sponge to the tides allowing the earth to re-patch its pierced wrists.

—AVIYA SLUTZKY
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#1
With mind-numbing-numbness
I stare and I glare at my
Watch the hands: they tick-tick-tock.
Relentless, it ticks: that insistent clock.
No object is Time, or it shouldn’t be,
yet somehow (yet somehow) it always seems
to creep to the front
of the mind
and shove
more important thoughts
like breakfast aside…
so, by Time I—yes I—
abide by minutes and seconds and hours are
Time:
incessant, endless, eternal—I digress.
So keeping in mind
the constraints of Time
let me just say
I wish (I wish) this
Watch were not mine
#2
stole to the sand one moonlit night,
your ngers intertwined in mine
salty, clammy skin held tight,
two bodies awash in brine
sandy grains scraped sandy feet
as two bodies were submerged
swayed to the breakers’ rhythmic beat
and to their throbbing salted surge
now: embracing, touching, and caressing
beneath the undulating swell
two salty bodies coalescing
beneath the deep’s enchanting spell
chin thrown back to meet the moon
who now is but a silver sliver
but ecstasy will ebb too soon
so i arouse your nal quiver

—WILL NICHOLS
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The Rush
Freak alarm
Never happened
And the ringing of the phone again and again.
Some stupid tone taped and static
Coming from shiny pink.
Somewhere between wake and sleep with
Music disguising the lewd sounds of the night
That has died too quickly.
Then the rush of awake.
A lobbing stab,
Alert and brushing off
Cobwebs of a drink or a few too many.
Shaking ciao to the mop of hair you love,
Pillow-buried, in a stream of rising sunlight and curses.
Stumble out through thick incense
And stuffy air weighing heavy,
Sticking to the oor.
Tripping around the debris of boundless life,
That litters.
The hall gushes into you.
Your plane somewhere, ying high,
Crashing through your mind,
As stuff is frantically dragged
Down the corridor
Down the stairs
Till nerves spike a kick, burst through to the outside:
A fondly thought-of ashtray,
And air cruelly fresh,
Not sardonic, but a daring promise,
Through sketched black leaves scratching at the sky,
And a breath that lls…
Then
chased by the rickety rhythm nipping after your heels,
By the chill and the internal utter,
Striding into the next few minutes.
Finally descent
Cacophony slowly rising,
And the slap to your jaw of an arid embrace,
A songless guitar twang enveloping
Forlorn and manic faces.
And the vast birth of urban madness,
Underground.

—ERIN O’DONNELL

This week’s featured artist is Esme
Spanier. Esme is a sophomore majoring
in Art History and Economics. All art
mixed media.
February 29, 2008
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Campus Bullets

Boston Celtics vs. Detroit Pistons
Wednesday, March 5, 6:15 – 9:30 p.m.
Tufts Entertainment Board sponsored 70 tickets for the game!
Branded and on Display Panel Discussion
Thursday, March 6, 4:00 – 5:00 p.m.
Sophia Gordon Hall
Law Day on the Hill
Friday, March 7, 4:00 – 7:00 p.m.
Cabot 206

blotter

police

Thursday, February 21
At 2:31 a.m., TUPD ofcers responded to a re alarm at 98 Professors
Row. Upon arrival, ofcers witnessed people leaving the residence with
their hands covering their faces. While investigating, TUPD discovered
that a chicken had caught re in a microwave and a guest at the party
had tried to improve the situation by using a re extinguisher; not to put
out the re, but instead to put out the smoke. His reasoning? “Because
it is the smoke that really kills people.” Not surprisingly, the guest was
intoxicated.

Friday, February 22
At 9:20 p.m., TUPD responded to an “act of intolerance” call at
Houston Hall. The phrase “Ben was queer” was written on a hallway
white-board. However, no one named Ben lives on the hall. A picture was
taken
k off the
h comment, ddocumenting
i the
h occurrence so iit can bbe used
d iin
further investigations.

Saturday, February 23
At 11:27 p.m., TUPD received a call about an odor of marijuana
in Tilton Hall. After smelling smoke outside the room and receiving no
answer from the residents when they knocked, ofcers entered the room
to nd three Tufts students looking pretty guilty. Ofcers also observed
that there was both a towel and a can of air freshener by the door. After
inquiring if the students had been smoking marijuana, everyone in the
room denied the allegation. Answering the question, “Why are there two
fans blowing out the window when it is snowing outside?” the students
said that the fans were “just blowing.” After searching the room, the ofcers found two glass pipes containing marijuana residue. The students
then admitted to smoking two hours previously and a report was generated
and sent to the Dean’s ofce.
—Compiled by Molly Posner
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Grieving Students Return to Class
On Monday, February 25, students
at Northern Illinois University returned
to classes for the rst day since the tragic
February 14 shooting. The effects of the
deadly shooting, which took the lives of ve
Northern Illinois University students and
wounded 16 others, were felt on campus as
the students returned to class on Monday.
More than ten message boards lled with
condolences and words of encouragement
were placed throughout the campus, and
an overwhelming majority of students
were seen donning a red lapel pin to honor
those who were fatally injured last Thursday.
Teachers and administrators respected the
solemn day as well, providing grief support
for students and forums for discussion.
Yale Plans Expansion
Yale University announced its plan to
b
build two new residential colleges, which
w
would ease the current overcrowding and allo
low the university to increase its undergraduaate enrollment by 12 to 13 percent. Curre
rently, the Yale has 12 residential colleges,
w
which are designed to give undergraduates
a small college feel within a larger university
ssetting. The residential colleges were last
eexpanded in the 1960s, which allowed the
uundergraduate population at Yale to reach
55,300. The proposed new expansion would
in
increase this population to 6,000.
—Compiled by Molly Posner

PARTING SHOT

Stuffed animals at the Tufts University Bookstore, Adam Levy.
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